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Q7

 A 62-year-old, 65-kg male with hepatic cirrhosis (total bilirubin = 2.6 mg/dL, 

serum albumin = 2.5 mg/dL, prothrombin time prolonged over normal by 8 

seconds, slight amount of ascitic fluid, no hepatic encephalopathy) and 

severe chronic obstructive pulmonary disease needs to have an initial 

theophylline dose computed. The patient is not a tobacco smoker and 

does not have heart failure.

 Compute the patient’s ChildPugh score (table 3-2) 

 Compute estimated theophylline clearance (table 3-3)

 Compute theophylline dose to achieve a steady-state concentration 

equal to 10 mg/L.
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 Child-Pugh score (from Table 3-2): total bilirubin = 2 points, albumin = 3 

points,prothrombin time = 3 points, ascites = 2 points, encephalopathy = 1 

point. Total =11 points, severe hepatic dysfunction.

 Theophylline clearance (from Table 3-3): Cl = 0.35 mL/min/kg (65 kg) = 22.8 

mL/min

 Cl = (22.8 mL/min · 60 min/h) / (1000 mL/L) = 1.37 L/h

 Theophylline dose: MD = Css · Cl = (10 mg/L)(1.37 L/h) = 14 mg/h of 

theophylline



Q12

 A patient is receiving phenytoin (a low hepatic extraction ratio drug) for the 

treatment of tonic-clonic seizures. Because of continued seizure activity, 

valproic acid is added to the patient’s drug regimen. Valproic acid inhibits 

the clearance of phenytoin and displaces phenytoin from plasma protein 

binding sites. Assuming that these changes occur instantaneously with the 

institution of valproic acid therapy, diagram how the following parameters 

will change for phenytoin: liver blood flow, intrinsic clearance, free fraction 

of drug in the blood, clearance, volume of distribution, half-life, total 

steady-state concentration, unbound steady-state concentration, and 

drug effect
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 For drugs that are low hepatic ratio 

 where LBF=liver blood flow

 fB =fraction of unbound drug

 Cl’=intrinsic clearance 

 LBF is not affected here because the drug is low extraction ratio

 Cl’ is decrease because valproic acid decrease or inhibit the ability of the 
liver to metabolize phyntoin

 fB is increase due to increase the amount of free fraction of the drug in the 
plasma

 CLH is not affected because decreasing CL’ will cancel the increasing in fB
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 Volume of distribution 

 V=VB+ [fB/fT]VT

 According to fB that is increased after giving valproic acid , so Vd is also 

increased because it proportionally related with fB

 T1/2= 0.693.V /CL , so half life is increased due to Vd is increased and Cl is 

not affected

 Css=[F(D/t)]/Cl   , F is bioavailabilty (not fB)

CL is not affected

so Css is not affected

 Cssu=fB.Css , fB is increased

Css is not affected

so Cssu is increased 

 Effect is proportional with Cssu, so the Effect is increased
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The End


